INTRODUCING S’MORE 365
We know that camp friends are the best friends and now more than ever, it is important to stay connected while
we’re apart. It is a long off season and we want to help families keep the camp magic alive by facilitating ways to
keep campers engaged and together, even virtually. S'more 365 provides access to a curated selection of top
notch instructors offering high quality and engaging private virtual electives and experiences for campers and
their “bunk” (this might include their camp besties, home friends, or even family)!
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S'more ways to stay connected
Have we sparked your interest? Great! Here’s how it works:
Choose your elective(s)!! Get access to our instructor guide and browse through your options
Work with a s’more 365 Program Director to help select electives, answer questions, and coordinate your
bunk’s schedule!
Ways to get the bunk back together:
A single elective
Series of electives with different instructors
Series of elective activities with a single instructor (changing content each week)
Purchase an elective activity for your bunk - $30 / elective for 4-5 campers, $25 / elective for 6+ campers
Notes:
- 24 hour cancellation policy
- Each group to provide 1 bunk mom to coordinate & communicate all details with the rest of the bunk
- Each elective will be programmed for about 45 mins
- Electives will be booked based on instructors availability each week
- Summer 365 will help handle and coordinate inquiries, calendar, scheduling, and collecting payments
Master class/elective opportunities, bunk birthday celebrations / parties, favors and gifts also in the works!
ABOUT SUMMER 365
Summer 365 is the premier consulting service created by parents for parents helping families to find the best
summer camps and experiences for each child. For us, summer is not just a season - it’s a lifestyle and we plan
for it 365 days a year! Although we are in an unprecedented moment with some twists and turns, the summer is
here and still happening! As always, we are available to help meet the needs of our clients and community in the
way they need it most.

